FAI Jury Report on World Cup Control Line Competition


Classes F2A, F2C and F2D

FAI jury members 1.) Dr. Möbius, Matthias / GER F2A, F2D
2.) Barbaric, Pavol / SVK F2A, F2C
3.) Ingemar Larsson / SWE F2A, F2D
4.) Bärbel Krause /GER F2D, F2C
5.) Rostislav Rosboril / CZE

F2A judges 1.) KRAUSE, Bärbel / GER
2.) LINDEMANN, Reinhard / GER
3.) TOBISCH, Joachim / GER
4.) Jochen Schiffler /GER

F2C judges 1.) BARBARIC, Pavol / SVK
2.) Dr. Matthias Möbius / GER
3.) Bernhard Krause / GER

F2D judges 1.) BARBARIC, Pavol / SVK
2.) KLIMA, Pavel / CZE
3.) Rostislav Rosboril / CZE

Schedule of the competition see appendix sheet


Local rules or deviations from Sporting Code yes, F2D
Due to the size of the combat site the 22 m circle could not be used. Instead the rules of the 2010 Sporting Code was used concerning this matter.

Unusual organisation Occurrences no

Protests F2D: 1 protest: was grandet

results see appendix lists the results

Date and signature of the President of the FAI Jury: ..........................................................

Dr. Matthias Möbius / GER